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We re-examine the nature of the ground states of bilayer graphene at odd integer filling factors
within a simplified model of nearly degenerate n = 0 and n = 1 Landau levels. Previous Hartree-
Fock studies have found that ferroelectric states with orbital coherence can be stabilized by tuning
the orbital splitting between these levels. These studies indicated that, in addition to a uniform
ferroelectric state, a helical ferroelectric phase with spontaneously broken translational symmetry
is possible. By performing exact diagonalization on the torus, we argue that the system does not
have a uniform coherent state but instead transitions directly from the uniform incoherent state
into the ferroelectric helical phase. We argue that there is a realistic prospect to stabilize the helical
ferroelectric state in bilayer graphene by tuning the interlayer electric field in a model that includes
all single particle corrections to its zero energy eight-fold multiplet of Landau levels.
PACS numbers: 73.43.-f, 73.22.Pr, 73.20.-r
I. INTRODUCTION
The last two decades have witnessed a rapid and formidable increase in the richness of the quantum Hall physics
of monolayer and bilayer graphene1–15. In particular, bilayer graphene (BLG) possesses a unique zeroth Landau level
manifold which features two nearly degenerate cyclotron orbital degrees of freedom with n = 0 and n = 1 character16,
in addition to the two spins and two valleys making up a manifold with a total of eight levels. The interplay of
strong Coulomb interactions, that stabilize integer quantum Hall states via quantum Hall ferromagnetism17, and the
single particle splitting terms, can lead to an intricate variety of coherent states in this system18–23. A notoriously
interesting possibility, pointed out in Ref. 18, is the coherence between the states with different orbital character
n = 0/n = 1. This coherence breaks spontaneously the real space inversion symmetry, resulting in the formation of
a type of quantum Hall ferroelectric state, which is expected to have a linearly dispersing Goldstone mode (this form
of quantum Hall ferroelectric state is distinct from that proposed in Ref. 24 which results from spontaneous valley
polarization). Following these initial studies, it was later argued based on Hartree-Fock theory21, that an analogue
of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction allowed by the breaking of inversion symmetry, can drive the softening of this
Goldstone mode at a finite wave-vector, leading to the formation of ferroelectric helical state. The phase diagram
as a function of the single-particle splitting of the n = 0/n = 1 orbitals obtained from Hartree-Fock is depicted in
Fig.1(b), which additionally features a Wigner crystal state.
To this date there are very few studies incorporating correlation effects beyond Hartree-Fock on this problem. One
exact diagonalization study25 restricted itself to the case of zero single particle splitting between n = 0 and n = 1
orbitals, and found that in such case the ground state is a trivial integer quantum Hall state adiabatically connected
to the fully polarized state into the n = 0 orbital with a full gap to all excitations. As we will see, however the
interesting ferroelectric states predicted by Hartree-Fock theory tend to occur at negative splitting when the n = 1
orbital is energetically favored, explaining why they were not observed in Ref. (25).
In this paper we concentrate on phases with full spin and valley polarization and just keep the two orbital degrees
of freedom n = 0 and n = 1, and restrict to total filling factor ν = 1. Using the torus geometry we diagonalize
exactly the Hamiltonian for up to 14 electrons, which allows us to obtain information on ground states and some of
the low-lying excited states. We pay special attention to the role of a nontrivial particle-hole symmetry, identified
in Ref. (26), which maps states with filling ν onto states with 2 − ν in the two orbital manifold. Remarkably, this
symmetry acts non-trivially on the bare single particle-splitting between the n = 0 and n = 1 orbitals, and for a
Hamiltonian to be particle-hole invariant under this symmetry it must have a negative splitting favoring the n = 1
orbital.
We will show that the simple polarized incoherent phase observed in Ref.(25) can be captured by perturbation theory
and show that its excited states can be reproduced by time-dependent Hartree-Fock theory. We also find that for some
range of orbital splitting there is evidence for a phase with broken translation symmetry that we identify as the helical
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b) Hartree-Fock:
FIG. 1: Summary of the phases observed in the orbitally mixed n = 0/1 as a function of the orbital single particle splitting h.
(a) The exact diagonalization results of the current study indicate the presence of only two phases: an incoherent adiabatically
connected to the maximally polarized states, and a ferroelectric helical state. The red star indicates the orbital bias at which
particle hole symmetry is achieved for which the system has equal population of the n = 0/1 orbitals. (b) The Hartree-Fock
studies find two other phases: the uniform orbitally coherent ferroelectric and a Wigner crystal (WC), see e.g. Ref .(21) for a
detailed estimate of the boundaries.
state, because we do not observe any translationally invariant phase with its characteristic Goldstone mode. We
depict the approximate phase diagram resulting from our study in Fig.1(a). We will also show that there is a realistic
prospect to realise the ferroelectric helical state in BLG. Recent experiments have achieved a detailed understanding
and a remarkable degree of control over the single particle splittings in the zeroth Landau level manifold of BLG27–29.
Because the valley degree of freedom is locked to the layer index in the zeroth Landau level of BLG, this degree of
freedom can be easily controlled by applying an interlayer bias. The spin splitting on the other hand can be controlled
with in-plane fields. It is therefore, possible to achieve the conditions in which the system is valley and spin polarized
and the relevant active degrees of freedom are the n = 0 and n = 1 orbitals. The splitting between the n = 0 and
n = 1 levels is intimately related to hopping terms that break particle-hole invariance in bilayer graphene30. We will
also show, however, that there is a way to experimentally control the splitting between the n = 0 and n = 1 orbitals
by tuning the interlayer bias to sufficiently large values.
Our paper is organized as follows, in section II we discuss the realistic band structure of BLG and show that the
level crossing between n = 0/n = 1 lies within a realistic range of parameters. In section III we explain the peculiar
particle-hole symmetry of the model obtained by assuming full spin and valley polarization. Section IV contains some
definitions of finite-size torus wavefunctions. Section V summarize the Hartree-Fock treatment. In section VI we give
results of exact diagonalization studies. Section VII is devoted to the incoherent phase and its excitations. Section
VIII contains our findings about the broken translation symmetry phase. Our conclusions are presented in section
IX.
II. BAND STRUCTURE OF BILAYER GRAPHENE
The four band model containing all leading corrections to bilayer graphene’s Hamiltonian for a single spin and






























B[T], with the magnetic length ` =
√
~c/eB, γ0 ≈ 2.61eV, γ1 ≈ 361meV, γ3 ≈
283meV, γ4 ≈ 138meV, ∆′ ≈ 15meV, and u is the energy difference between top and bottom layers controlled by a
perpendicular electric field. This Hamiltonian has been successfully employed in detailed modeling of Landau levels
for integer27 and fractional quantum Hall states recently28.
In this Hamiltonian the terms ∆′ and γ4 break particle-hole symmetry and induce a splitting between the n = 0
and n = 1 LLs at zero interlayer bias u which favors n = 0. This renders the ground state trivially polarized into
n = 0 at u = 0, and therefore under normal conditions one would not expect the physics that we will describe in this
paper to appear. However, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the interlayer bias can be used to control the splitting between
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FIG. 2: Landau levels for a single spin-valley in BLG as a function of interlayer bias. The bias can tune a level crossing between
n = 0 and n = 1. There is a sizable energy separation from higher Landau levels throughout justifying the projection into the
two n = 0 and n = 1 LLs.
these levels and successfully induce a level crossing making the n = 1 lower in energy as we desire. The value required
to achieve this crossing is independent of the magnetic field and, neglecting the trigonal warping term (γ3 → 0), can












which should be within experimental reach. In Fig. 3 we show this value as green dots (including the trigonal warping
term). At this value one expects the boundary between the state fully polarized into n = 0 and the coherent states.
The orange dots are the required values in order to overcome the splitting produced by the exchange interactions with
the vacuum (analogous to the well-known Lamb shift in atomic physics)26 for bare Coulomb interactions so that the
system has approximate particle-hole symmetry. The blue dots depict the expected Hartree-Fock boundary between
coherent and fully n = 1 polarized states21. Taking bare Coulomb interactions, these two boundaries correspond to
the single particle energy splitting given respectively by:


















Finally, in Fig. 4 we illustrate the overlaps of the LL levels in the full four-band model with the idealized two-band
model as a function of the interlayer bias and field. We see an excellent overlap for n = 0 and a good overlap for
n = 1. The latter is known to decrease as the magnetic field increases28, but as we see there is no substantial change
as a function of interlayer bias.
III. PARTICLE-HOLE SYMMETRY BETWEEN n = 0 AND n = 1 LANDAU LEVELS
Consider the two-band model of bilayer graphene :
HK =
(
0 −(Πx − iΠy)2/2m∗
−(Πx + iΠy)2/2m∗ 0
)
(3)
where m∗ is an effective mass and Πx,y = px,y + eAx,y/c. This is the Hamiltonian concerning valley K and spin is
polarized. The single-particle spectrum has then two zero-energy states :
E0K = E1K = 0 (4)
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FIG. 3: Expected schematic phase diagram as a function of interlayer bias u and perpendicular magnetic field. Identification of
phases come Hartree-Fock calculations. The green dots are where the bare single particle energies of n = 0 and n = 1 become
degenerate. The yellow dots lie where approximate particle symmetry is expected in the presence of Coulomb interactions and
the blue dots are the expected location at which the system polarizes into n = 1. We assume that the bilayer graphene sample
is on top of a hexagonal boron nitride substrate with screening constant  ≈ 6.6 as in ref.(28).
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<latexit sha1_base64 ="K7bptnESmJi7lW027LZHchkQUmE=">AAACB3 icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlIMEiuCozRdBl0Y3L CvYCnTpk0tM2NJMZkoxQpt258VXcuFDEra/gzr cxM+1CWw+EfPz/OSTnD2LOlHacb6uwsrq2vlHc LG1t7+zu2fsHTRUlkkKDRjyS7YAo4ExAQzPNoR 1LIGHAoRWMrjO/9QBSsUjc6XEM3ZAMBOszSrSRf Pt44nEiBhywFyvmO5Ps8mQuTe6rvl12Kk5eeBn cOZTRvOq+/eX1IpqEIDTlRKmO68S6mxKpGeUwL XmJgpjQERlAx6AgIahumu8xxadG6eF+JM0RGuf q74mUhEqNw8B0hkQP1aKXif95nUT3L7spE3GiQ dDZQ/2EYx3hLBTcYxKo5mMDhEpm/orpkEhCtYmu ZEJwF1dehma14hq+PS/XruZxFNEROkFnyEUXqI ZuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBms8coj9l ff4AL2WZfg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="K7bptnESmJi7lW027LZHchkQUmE=">AAACB3 icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlIMEiuCozRdBl0Y3L CvYCnTpk0tM2NJMZkoxQpt258VXcuFDEra/gzr cxM+1CWw+EfPz/OSTnD2LOlHacb6uwsrq2vlHc LG1t7+zu2fsHTRUlkkKDRjyS7YAo4ExAQzPNoR 1LIGHAoRWMrjO/9QBSsUjc6XEM3ZAMBOszSrSRf Pt44nEiBhywFyvmO5Ps8mQuTe6rvl12Kk5eeBn cOZTRvOq+/eX1IpqEIDTlRKmO68S6mxKpGeUwL XmJgpjQERlAx6AgIahumu8xxadG6eF+JM0RGuf q74mUhEqNw8B0hkQP1aKXif95nUT3L7spE3GiQ dDZQ/2EYx3hLBTcYxKo5mMDhEpm/orpkEhCtYmu ZEJwF1dehma14hq+PS/XruZxFNEROkFnyEUXqI ZuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBms8coj9l ff4AL2WZfg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="K7bptnESmJi7lW027LZHchkQUmE=">AAACB3 icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlIMEiuCozRdBl0Y3L CvYCnTpk0tM2NJMZkoxQpt258VXcuFDEra/gzr cxM+1CWw+EfPz/OSTnD2LOlHacb6uwsrq2vlHc LG1t7+zu2fsHTRUlkkKDRjyS7YAo4ExAQzPNoR 1LIGHAoRWMrjO/9QBSsUjc6XEM3ZAMBOszSrSRf Pt44nEiBhywFyvmO5Ps8mQuTe6rvl12Kk5eeBn cOZTRvOq+/eX1IpqEIDTlRKmO68S6mxKpGeUwL XmJgpjQERlAx6AgIahumu8xxadG6eF+JM0RGuf q74mUhEqNw8B0hkQP1aKXif95nUT3L7spE3GiQ dDZQ/2EYx3hLBTcYxKo5mMDhEpm/orpkEhCtYmu ZEJwF1dehma14hq+PS/XruZxFNEROkFnyEUXqI ZuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBms8coj9l ff4AL2WZfg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="K7bptnESmJi7lW027LZHchkQUmE=">AAACB3 icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlIMEiuCozRdBl0Y3L CvYCnTpk0tM2NJMZkoxQpt258VXcuFDEra/gzr cxM+1CWw+EfPz/OSTnD2LOlHacb6uwsrq2vlHc LG1t7+zu2fsHTRUlkkKDRjyS7YAo4ExAQzPNoR 1LIGHAoRWMrjO/9QBSsUjc6XEM3ZAMBOszSrSRf Pt44nEiBhywFyvmO5Ps8mQuTe6rvl12Kk5eeBn cOZTRvOq+/eX1IpqEIDTlRKmO68S6mxKpGeUwL XmJgpjQERlAx6AgIahumu8xxadG6eF+JM0RGuf q74mUhEqNw8B0hkQP1aKXif95nUT3L7spE3GiQ dDZQ/2EYx3hLBTcYxKo5mMDhEpm/orpkEhCtYmu ZEJwF1dehma14hq+PS/XruZxFNEROkFnyEUXqI ZuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBms8coj9l ff4AL2WZfg==</latexit>
B = 25T
<latexit sha1_base64="ADNFJdFjwJYQrJD9GH mtYnzI+j4=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIrspMUXQjlLpxWaE3mA4lk2ba0GQyJGeEMvQx 3LhQxK1P4863MW1noa0/BD7+cw455w8TwQ247rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJx2jUk1ZmyqhdC8khgke szZwEKyXaEZkKFg3nNzP690npg1XcQumCQskGcU84pSAtfzGXe0662uJW7NBueJW3YXwOng5VFCu5qD8 1R8qmkoWAxXEGN9zEwgyooFTwWalfmpYQuiEjJhvMSaSmSBbrDzDF9YZ4khp+2LAC/f3REakMVMZ2k5J YGxWa3Pzv5qfQnQbZDxOUmAxXX4UpQKDwvP78ZBrRkFMLRCqud0V0zHRhIJNqWRD8FZPXodOrepZfryq 1Bt5HEV0hs7RJfLQDaqjB9REbUSRQs/oFb054Lw4787HsrXg5DOn6I+czx8Tx5B1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ADNFJdFjwJYQrJD9GH mtYnzI+j4=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIrspMUXQjlLpxWaE3mA4lk2ba0GQyJGeEMvQx 3LhQxK1P4863MW1noa0/BD7+cw455w8TwQ247rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJx2jUk1ZmyqhdC8khgke szZwEKyXaEZkKFg3nNzP690npg1XcQumCQskGcU84pSAtfzGXe0662uJW7NBueJW3YXwOng5VFCu5qD8 1R8qmkoWAxXEGN9zEwgyooFTwWalfmpYQuiEjJhvMSaSmSBbrDzDF9YZ4khp+2LAC/f3REakMVMZ2k5J YGxWa3Pzv5qfQnQbZDxOUmAxXX4UpQKDwvP78ZBrRkFMLRCqud0V0zHRhIJNqWRD8FZPXodOrepZfryq 1Bt5HEV0hs7RJfLQDaqjB9REbUSRQs/oFb054Lw4787HsrXg5DOn6I+czx8Tx5B1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ADNFJdFjwJYQrJD9GH mtYnzI+j4=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIrspMUXQjlLpxWaE3mA4lk2ba0GQyJGeEMvQx 3LhQxK1P4863MW1noa0/BD7+cw455w8TwQ247rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJx2jUk1ZmyqhdC8khgke szZwEKyXaEZkKFg3nNzP690npg1XcQumCQskGcU84pSAtfzGXe0662uJW7NBueJW3YXwOng5VFCu5qD8 1R8qmkoWAxXEGN9zEwgyooFTwWalfmpYQuiEjJhvMSaSmSBbrDzDF9YZ4khp+2LAC/f3REakMVMZ2k5J YGxWa3Pzv5qfQnQbZDxOUmAxXX4UpQKDwvP78ZBrRkFMLRCqud0V0zHRhIJNqWRD8FZPXodOrepZfryq 1Bt5HEV0hs7RJfLQDaqjB9REbUSRQs/oFb054Lw4787HsrXg5DOn6I+czx8Tx5B1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ADNFJdFjwJYQrJD9GH mtYnzI+j4=">AAAB8nicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIrspMUXQjlLpxWaE3mA4lk2ba0GQyJGeEMvQx 3LhQxK1P4863MW1noa0/BD7+cw455w8TwQ247rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJx2jUk1ZmyqhdC8khgke szZwEKyXaEZkKFg3nNzP690npg1XcQumCQskGcU84pSAtfzGXe0662uJW7NBueJW3YXwOng5VFCu5qD8 1R8qmkoWAxXEGN9zEwgyooFTwWalfmpYQuiEjJhvMSaSmSBbrDzDF9YZ4khp+2LAC/f3REakMVMZ2k5J YGxWa3Pzv5qfQnQbZDxOUmAxXX4UpQKDwvP78ZBrRkFMLRCqud0V0zHRhIJNqWRD8FZPXodOrepZfryq 1Bt5HEV0hs7RJfLQDaqjB9REbUSRQs/oFb054Lw4787HsrXg5DOn6I+czx8Tx5B1</latexit>
N = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="eeh467HImJcrSpBKu6GaIKH938k="> AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEfQiFL14kor2A9pQNttNu3SzCbsToYT+BC8eFPHqL/Lmv3Hb5qCtLyw8vDPDzrxBIoV B1/12Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bp4lQz3mCxjHU7oIZLoXgDBUreTjSnUSB5KxjdTOutJ66NiNUjjhPuR3SgRCgYRWs93F25vXLFrbo zkWXwcqhArnqv/NXtxyyNuEImqTEdz03Qz6hGwSSflLqp4QllIzrgHYuKRtz42WzVCTmxTp+EsbZPIZm5vycyGhkzjgLbGVEcmsXa1P yv1kkxvPQzoZIUuWLzj8JUEozJ9G7SF5ozlGMLlGlhdyVsSDVlaNMp2RC8xZOXoXlW9Szfn1dq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAzv MKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7I+fwBlnmNUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eeh467HImJcrSpBKu6GaIKH938k="> AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEfQiFL14kor2A9pQNttNu3SzCbsToYT+BC8eFPHqL/Lmv3Hb5qCtLyw8vDPDzrxBIoV B1/12Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bp4lQz3mCxjHU7oIZLoXgDBUreTjSnUSB5KxjdTOutJ66NiNUjjhPuR3SgRCgYRWs93F25vXLFrbo zkWXwcqhArnqv/NXtxyyNuEImqTEdz03Qz6hGwSSflLqp4QllIzrgHYuKRtz42WzVCTmxTp+EsbZPIZm5vycyGhkzjgLbGVEcmsXa1P yv1kkxvPQzoZIUuWLzj8JUEozJ9G7SF5ozlGMLlGlhdyVsSDVlaNMp2RC8xZOXoXlW9Szfn1dq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAzv MKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7I+fwBlnmNUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eeh467HImJcrSpBKu6GaIKH938k="> AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEfQiFL14kor2A9pQNttNu3SzCbsToYT+BC8eFPHqL/Lmv3Hb5qCtLyw8vDPDzrxBIoV B1/12Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bp4lQz3mCxjHU7oIZLoXgDBUreTjSnUSB5KxjdTOutJ66NiNUjjhPuR3SgRCgYRWs93F25vXLFrbo zkWXwcqhArnqv/NXtxyyNuEImqTEdz03Qz6hGwSSflLqp4QllIzrgHYuKRtz42WzVCTmxTp+EsbZPIZm5vycyGhkzjgLbGVEcmsXa1P yv1kkxvPQzoZIUuWLzj8JUEozJ9G7SF5ozlGMLlGlhdyVsSDVlaNMp2RC8xZOXoXlW9Szfn1dq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAzv MKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7I+fwBlnmNUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eeh467HImJcrSpBKu6GaIKH938k="> AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEfQiFL14kor2A9pQNttNu3SzCbsToYT+BC8eFPHqL/Lmv3Hb5qCtLyw8vDPDzrxBIoV B1/12Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bp4lQz3mCxjHU7oIZLoXgDBUreTjSnUSB5KxjdTOutJ66NiNUjjhPuR3SgRCgYRWs93F25vXLFrbo zkWXwcqhArnqv/NXtxyyNuEImqTEdz03Qz6hGwSSflLqp4QllIzrgHYuKRtz42WzVCTmxTp+EsbZPIZm5vycyGhkzjgLbGVEcmsXa1P yv1kkxvPQzoZIUuWLzj8JUEozJ9G7SF5ozlGMLlGlhdyVsSDVlaNMp2RC8xZOXoXlW9Szfn1dq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAzv MKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7I+fwBlnmNUw==</latexit>
N = 1<latexit sha1_base64="1br6hnYpKkg4W90JG/0e2yTSXOE="> AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEfQiFL14kor2A9pQNttNu3SzCbsToYT+BC8eFPHqL/Lmv3Hb5qCtLyw8vDPDzrxBIoV B1/12Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bp4lQz3mCxjHU7oIZLoXgDBUreTjSnUSB5KxjdTOutJ66NiNUjjhPuR3SgRCgYRWs93F15vXLFrb ozkWXwcqhArnqv/NXtxyyNuEImqTEdz03Qz6hGwSSflLqp4QllIzrgHYuKRtz42WzVCTmxTp+EsbZPIZm5vycyGhkzjgLbGVEcmsXa1 Pyv1kkxvPQzoZIUuWLzj8JUEozJ9G7SF5ozlGMLlGlhdyVsSDVlaNMp2RC8xZOXoXlW9Szfn1dq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAz vMKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7I+fwBl/2NVA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1br6hnYpKkg4W90JG/0e2yTSXOE="> AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEfQiFL14kor2A9pQNttNu3SzCbsToYT+BC8eFPHqL/Lmv3Hb5qCtLyw8vDPDzrxBIoV B1/12Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bp4lQz3mCxjHU7oIZLoXgDBUreTjSnUSB5KxjdTOutJ66NiNUjjhPuR3SgRCgYRWs93F15vXLFrb ozkWXwcqhArnqv/NXtxyyNuEImqTEdz03Qz6hGwSSflLqp4QllIzrgHYuKRtz42WzVCTmxTp+EsbZPIZm5vycyGhkzjgLbGVEcmsXa1 Pyv1kkxvPQzoZIUuWLzj8JUEozJ9G7SF5ozlGMLlGlhdyVsSDVlaNMp2RC8xZOXoXlW9Szfn1dq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAz vMKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7I+fwBl/2NVA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1br6hnYpKkg4W90JG/0e2yTSXOE="> AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEfQiFL14kor2A9pQNttNu3SzCbsToYT+BC8eFPHqL/Lmv3Hb5qCtLyw8vDPDzrxBIoV B1/12Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bp4lQz3mCxjHU7oIZLoXgDBUreTjSnUSB5KxjdTOutJ66NiNUjjhPuR3SgRCgYRWs93F15vXLFrb ozkWXwcqhArnqv/NXtxyyNuEImqTEdz03Qz6hGwSSflLqp4QllIzrgHYuKRtz42WzVCTmxTp+EsbZPIZm5vycyGhkzjgLbGVEcmsXa1 Pyv1kkxvPQzoZIUuWLzj8JUEozJ9G7SF5ozlGMLlGlhdyVsSDVlaNMp2RC8xZOXoXlW9Szfn1dq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAz vMKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7I+fwBl/2NVA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1br6hnYpKkg4W90JG/0e2yTSXOE="> AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEfQiFL14kor2A9pQNttNu3SzCbsToYT+BC8eFPHqL/Lmv3Hb5qCtLyw8vDPDzrxBIoV B1/12Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bp4lQz3mCxjHU7oIZLoXgDBUreTjSnUSB5KxjdTOutJ66NiNUjjhPuR3SgRCgYRWs93F15vXLFrb ozkWXwcqhArnqv/NXtxyyNuEImqTEdz03Qz6hGwSSflLqp4QllIzrgHYuKRtz42WzVCTmxTp+EsbZPIZm5vycyGhkzjgLbGVEcmsXa1 Pyv1kkxvPQzoZIUuWLzj8JUEozJ9G7SF5ozlGMLlGlhdyVsSDVlaNMp2RC8xZOXoXlW9Szfn1dq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAz vMKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7I+fwBl/2NVA==</latexit>
|h 0| i|2
<latexit sha1_base64="K7bptnESmJi7lW027LZHchkQUmE=">AAACB3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9Vbrb dSlIMEiuCozRdBl0Y3LCvYCnTpk0tM2NJMZkoxQpt258VXcuFDEra/gzrcxM+1CWw+EfPz/OSTnD2LOlHacb6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zu2fsHTRUlkkKDRjyS7YAo4ExAQzPNoR1LIGHAoRWMrjO/9QBSsU jc6XEM3ZAMBOszSrSRfPt44nEiBhywFyvmO5Ps8mQuTe6rvl12Kk5eeBncOZTRvOq+/eX1IpqEIDTlRKmO68S6mxKpGeUwLXmJgpjQERlAx6AgIahumu8xxadG6eF+JM0RGufq74mUhEqNw8B0hkQP1a KXif95nUT3L7spE3GiQdDZQ/2EYx3hLBTcYxKo5mMDhEpm/orpkEhCtYmuZEJwF1dehma14hq+PS/XruZxFNEROkFnyEUXqIZuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBms8coj9lff4AL2WZfg==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="K7bptnESmJi7lW027LZHchkQUmE=">AAACB3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9Vbrb dSlIMEiuCozRdBl0Y3LCvYCnTpk0tM2NJMZkoxQpt258VXcuFDEra/gzrcxM+1CWw+EfPz/OSTnD2LOlHacb6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zu2fsHTRUlkkKDRjyS7YAo4ExAQzPNoR1LIGHAoRWMrjO/9QBSsU jc6XEM3ZAMBOszSrSRfPt44nEiBhywFyvmO5Ps8mQuTe6rvl12Kk5eeBncOZTRvOq+/eX1IpqEIDTlRKmO68S6mxKpGeUwLXmJgpjQERlAx6AgIahumu8xxadG6eF+JM0RGufq74mUhEqNw8B0hkQP1a KXif95nUT3L7spE3GiQdDZQ/2EYx3hLBTcYxKo5mMDhEpm/orpkEhCtYmuZEJwF1dehma14hq+PS/XruZxFNEROkFnyEUXqIZuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBms8coj9lff4AL2WZfg==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="K7bptnESmJi7lW027LZHchkQUmE=">AAACB3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9Vbrb dSlIMEiuCozRdBl0Y3LCvYCnTpk0tM2NJMZkoxQpt258VXcuFDEra/gzrcxM+1CWw+EfPz/OSTnD2LOlHacb6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zu2fsHTRUlkkKDRjyS7YAo4ExAQzPNoR1LIGHAoRWMrjO/9QBSsU jc6XEM3ZAMBOszSrSRfPt44nEiBhywFyvmO5Ps8mQuTe6rvl12Kk5eeBncOZTRvOq+/eX1IpqEIDTlRKmO68S6mxKpGeUwLXmJgpjQERlAx6AgIahumu8xxadG6eF+JM0RGufq74mUhEqNw8B0hkQP1a KXif95nUT3L7spE3GiQdDZQ/2EYx3hLBTcYxKo5mMDhEpm/orpkEhCtYmuZEJwF1dehma14hq+PS/XruZxFNEROkFnyEUXqIZuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBms8coj9lff4AL2WZfg==</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="K7bptnESmJi7lW027LZHchkQUmE=">AAACB3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9Vbrb dSlIMEiuCozRdBl0Y3LCvYCnTpk0tM2NJMZkoxQpt258VXcuFDEra/gzrcxM+1CWw+EfPz/OSTnD2LOlHacb6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zu2fsHTRUlkkKDRjyS7YAo4ExAQzPNoR1LIGHAoRWMrjO/9QBSsU jc6XEM3ZAMBOszSrSRfPt44nEiBhywFyvmO5Ps8mQuTe6rvl12Kk5eeBncOZTRvOq+/eX1IpqEIDTlRKmO68S6mxKpGeUwLXmJgpjQERlAx6AgIahumu8xxadG6eF+JM0RGufq74mUhEqNw8B0hkQP1a KXif95nUT3L7spE3GiQdDZQ/2EYx3hLBTcYxKo5mMDhEpm/orpkEhCtYmuZEJwF1dehma14hq+PS/XruZxFNEROkFnyEUXqIZuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PWWvBms8coj9lff4AL2WZfg==</latex it>
N = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="eeh467HImJcrSpBKu6GaIKH938k=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEfQiFL14kor2A9pQ NttNu3SzCbsToYT+BC8eFPHqL/Lmv3Hb5qCtLyw8vDPDzrxBIoVB1/12Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bp4lQz3mCxjHU7oIZLoXgDBUreTjSnUSB5KxjdTOutJ66NiNUjjhPuR3SgRCgYRWs93F25vXLFrbozkWXwcqhArnqv/NXtxyyNuEImqTEdz03Qz6hGwSSflLqp4QllIz rgHYuKRtz42WzVCTmxTp+EsbZPIZm5vycyGhkzjgLbGVEcmsXa1Pyv1kkxvPQzoZIUuWLzj8JUEozJ9G7SF5ozlGMLlGlhdyVsSDVlaNMp2RC8xZOXoXlW9Szfn1dq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAzvMKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7I+fwBlnmNUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eeh467HImJcrSpBKu6GaIKH938k=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEfQiFL14kor2A9pQ NttNu3SzCbsToYT+BC8eFPHqL/Lmv3Hb5qCtLyw8vDPDzrxBIoVB1/12Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bp4lQz3mCxjHU7oIZLoXgDBUreTjSnUSB5KxjdTOutJ66NiNUjjhPuR3SgRCgYRWs93F25vXLFrbozkWXwcqhArnqv/NXtxyyNuEImqTEdz03Qz6hGwSSflLqp4QllIz rgHYuKRtz42WzVCTmxTp+EsbZPIZm5vycyGhkzjgLbGVEcmsXa1Pyv1kkxvPQzoZIUuWLzj8JUEozJ9G7SF5ozlGMLlGlhdyVsSDVlaNMp2RC8xZOXoXlW9Szfn1dq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAzvMKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7I+fwBlnmNUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eeh467HImJcrSpBKu6GaIKH938k=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEfQiFL14kor2A9pQ NttNu3SzCbsToYT+BC8eFPHqL/Lmv3Hb5qCtLyw8vDPDzrxBIoVB1/12Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bp4lQz3mCxjHU7oIZLoXgDBUreTjSnUSB5KxjdTOutJ66NiNUjjhPuR3SgRCgYRWs93F25vXLFrbozkWXwcqhArnqv/NXtxyyNuEImqTEdz03Qz6hGwSSflLqp4QllIz rgHYuKRtz42WzVCTmxTp+EsbZPIZm5vycyGhkzjgLbGVEcmsXa1Pyv1kkxvPQzoZIUuWLzj8JUEozJ9G7SF5ozlGMLlGlhdyVsSDVlaNMp2RC8xZOXoXlW9Szfn1dq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAzvMKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7I+fwBlnmNUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eeh467HImJcrSpBKu6GaIKH938k=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEfQiFL14kor2A9pQ NttNu3SzCbsToYT+BC8eFPHqL/Lmv3Hb5qCtLyw8vDPDzrxBIoVB1/12Ciura+sbxc3S1vbO7l55/6Bp4lQz3mCxjHU7oIZLoXgDBUreTjSnUSB5KxjdTOutJ66NiNUjjhPuR3SgRCgYRWs93F25vXLFrbozkWXwcqhArnqv/NXtxyyNuEImqTEdz03Qz6hGwSSflLqp4QllIz rgHYuKRtz42WzVCTmxTp+EsbZPIZm5vycyGhkzjgLbGVEcmsXa1Pyv1kkxvPQzoZIUuWLzj8JUEozJ9G7SF5ozlGMLlGlhdyVsSDVlaNMp2RC8xZOXoXlW9Szfn1dq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYwGMAzvMKbI50X5935mLcWnHzmEP7I+fwBlnmNUw==</latexit>
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FIG. 4: Overlaps between the ideal two-band model Landau level wavefunctions and the four-band model wavefunctions as a
function of interlayer bias and magnetic field.
and the remainder of the spectrum depends upon the magnetic field :
EnK = sign(n)ωc
√
|n|(|n| − 1), |n| ≥ 2, (5)
where n is an integer positive or negative and ωc = eB/m



















, n ≥ +2, (7)
5where φn are standard cyclotron eigenstates for particles with parabolic dispersion relation. We now consider two-body









with Landau level indices ni = 0, 1 and guiding center coordinates ji and the big indices {1234} are a short-hand for
the combined indices. We now use the particle-hole conjugation operator C which is defined by :
C†c†njC = cnj . (9)
When acting on Eq.(8) we find :
C†VC = V +
∑
12M
c†1c2(V1M2M + VM2M1 − V2MM1 − VM21M ) + const (10)








The constants ∆0,1 are geometry-dependent and they are distinct ∆0 6= ∆1. So even if we start with exactly degenerate
n = 0 and n = 1 LLs the particle-hole symmetry leads to a nontrivial splitting between them. If we now focus on the
state with total filling factor ν = 1 then the particle-symmetry above implies that the full spectrum of the Hamiltonian
Eq.(8) should be the same after addition of the one-body splitting Eq.(11).
IV. TORUS DEFINITIONS
We consider a torus that is obtained by periodic boundary conditions applied to a rectangular domain spanned by





Periodic boundary conditions are imposed by magnetic translations31 t(L) = exp
(
i
~L ·Π− i zˆ·(L×r)`2
)
. Using the
Landau gauge A = Bxyˆ for in this study, these act as t(L)ψ(r) = exp( iyxˆ·L`2 )ψ(r+L). The boundary conditions read






















∣∣∣Nφi) e− x22`2 , (14)


































































dxη∗n′m′(x+ iy)ηnm(x+ iy) = δnn′δmm′ . (17)
6V. HARTREE-FOCK TREATMENT
The difference of the spatial profile of the n = 0 and n = 1 Landau states allows for nontrivial electric dipole
structures when both of these states are relevant to the ordering in a partially filled Landau band. Coˆte´, Fouquet and
Luo21 have elaborated the Hartree-Fock mean-field theory for such systems. Treating the energy splitting h between
the n = 1 and the n = 0 orbitals as a parameter, the mean-field energy per particle reads, in units of e2/(`) and





































d(q)(zˆ× qˆ) · (〈~ρ(−q)〉 × 〈~ρ(q)〉),
where the pseudospin density operator ρ(q) is written as ρx(q) = −(ρ1,0(q)+ρ0,1(q))/2, ρy(q) = (ρ1,0(q)−ρ0,1(q))/2i,








ϕq is the angle of vector q, and we have used real-valued functions that eventually follow from the matrix elements





































































































Here, h can be related to the interlayer bias u but we prefer to handle it as a parameter throughout this study.
The a(q) and c(q) terms are anisotropic exchange coupling between pseudospins, reminiscent of the XXZ model; the
b(q) term is basically the dipole-dipole electrostatic interaction; and the d(q) term is a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya type
interaction between pseudospins. We emphasize that even though the above formulas refer to Nφ flux quanta, the
Nφ →∞ limit is implied; several assumptions in the analysis based on Eq. (18) are applicable only this case. In the
phase diagram based on Eq. (18) the region around the particle-hole symmetric value of h = 0 the system exhibits
pseudospin helical state, while a uniform liquid is expected outside of this region. The latter uniform state may exhibit
orbital phase coherence with the ensuing ferroelectric dipole ordering.
For a comparison with exact diagonalization, we consider the Hartree-Fock approximation on the torus. By standard











where the matrix elements An1,n2,n3,n4m1,m2,m3,m4 among the basis states ηnm are given in Eq. (25) below. The uniform state























 sin θ cosφsin θ sinφ
cos θ
 . (23)
By some algebra, we arrive at the energy expression :
EHF
N
= −N + h+H
2
cos θ +A sin2 θ + C cos2 θ +B sin2 θ cos(2φ), (24)




N . These quantities have the symmetry A(AR) − C(AR) = A(1/AR) − C(1/AR), B(AR) = −B(1/AR), and
H(AR) = H(1/AR). Hence B vanishes for a square torus AR = 1, and we also have B > 0 ⇐⇒ AR < 1. Thus, for
AR > 1 we have φ = pi/2, otherwise φ = 0; if AR → 1/AR, the preferential direction of the pseudospins rotate by
pi/2, and there is no preferential direction on the square torus. Numerical values for various Nφ are shown in Fig. 5.
Clearly, the deviation from the infinite-system values is a finite size effect that disappears with increasing Nφ. We
note that H is a tiny correction as compared to h, even for small systems.
FIG. 5: (a) Values of A−C in Eq. (24) for a torus of Nφ = 8, 12, 16, 32. The cutoff in momentum space was |m|, |m′| ≤ 100Nφ.





≈ −0.039. (b) The same for B in Eq. (24). This term would vanish for the
infinite system. (c) The same for H in Eq. (24). This term would vanish for the infinite system.






) = −N + h+H
2
cos θ + (A− |B|) sin2 θ + C cos2 θ.
8FIG. 6: Left panel: The θ angle of the uniform state that corresponds to the pseudospin polarization as a function of the bias
h at fixed aspect ratio for Nφ = 12. Right panel: θ as a function of the aspect ratio at fixed bias.
This energy is minimized by cos θ = h+H4(A−C−|B|) . Fig. 6 shows the θ angle that corresponds to the pseudospin
polarization as a function of the bias h`e2 at fixed aspect ratio, as well as the function of the aspect ratio at fixed bias
values.
We conclude that the finite system size hardly changes the Hartree-Fock prediction that the uniform phase exhibits
orbital coherence in a wide range of the orbital bias, −0.15 . h . 0.15, irrespective from the aspect ratio. The
deviation of the orbital polarization for system sizes accessible in exact diagonalization from the thermodynamic limit
is small.
VI. EXACT DIAGONALIZATION RESULTS
We now expose results from our studies using exact diagonalization for a small number of electrons in the torus
geometry, as defined in Sec. IV. The matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction among the single-body states in

















Fn1,n4(qx, qy)Fn2,n3(−qx,−qy)δ′j1+j2,j3+j4 δ′m,j1−j4 (25)
where the sum over n,m also includes momenta given by qx = 2pin/Lx, qy = 2pim/Ly, and δ
′
n,m stands for Kronecker
delta modulo Nφ. The prime over the double sum means that we omit the n = m = 0 term i.e. the qx = qy = 0
contribution of the Coulomb potential due to the neutralizing background. The form factors Fn1n2(qx, qy) encapsulate
the dependence upon orbital index ni :





F01 = − `√
2
(iqx + qy), F10 = − `√
2
(iqx − qy). (27)
Static effects of screening can be taken into account by multiplying the Coulomb potential 2pie2/q by an appropriate





An1,n2,n3,n4j1,j2,j3,j4 c†n1,j1c†n2,j2cn3,j3cn4,j4 + hN1 (28)
where the pseudomagnetic field h parameterize the bare splitting between n = 0 and n = 1 Landau levels.
9If we consider the particle-hole symmetry then the Hamiltonian Eq.(28) undergoes the change of field :
+hN1 → −(h+ ∆0 + ∆1)N1, (29)
which implies that particle-hole symmetry requires the change h→ hc−h with a special critical field hc = −1/2(∆0 +
∆1) which is non zero.
The algebra of magnetic translations can be used by build many-body conserved momenta34, allowing to factor out
the degeneracy due to the center of mass momentum. If we have Ne electrons at flux Nφ then one defines N ≡ Ne/Nφ
the GCD when the filling fraction is p/q i.e. Ne/Nφ ≡ pN/qN and p and q are coprime. There are two conserved
momenta Kx,Ky that are living in a Brillouin zone and are discrete. We define two conserved integer quantum








where s, t can be taken to vary in the interval (0, N − 1) because there is a period N i.e. s+N ≡ s, t+N ≡ t. The












+ t2 ×AR. (31)
One can now plot the eigenstates vs the total momentum K. The quantum numbers s, t form a grid of N2 points but
in fact due to discrete symmetries many of them are symmetry-related. Notably there are symmetries with respect to
s→ N − s and t→ N − t that are the discrete symmetries of the rectangular unit cell. As a consequence it is enough
to get spectra in the region s, t = 0, . . . N/2 since reflections lead then to all states.
There is a subtlety to note : the origin of the quantum numbers s, t is not always zero. In fact when pq(Ne − 1) =
2k + 1 then the origin should be taken as s0, t0 = N/2 while otherwise, pq(Ne − 1) = 2k the origin is zero. It means
that one has to include a shift of N/2 in the momentum definition Eq.(2). This is important in practice but has no
other consequences.
The way we analyze numerical results is as follows : the nature of the phase of the system is set by the value of
the control parameters in the projected Hamiltonian. In our case it is the pseudofield h and any kind of screening
parameter modifying the Coulomb interaction. For fixed parameters we put the system on a rectangle whose aspect
ratio can be chosen at will. This change will not tune the nature of the phase. However some phases may be revealed
more easily for some special aspect ratio. In the case of incompressible fluid states exhibiting the FQHE it is known
that they are very insensitive to the geometry as expected for a liquid state of matter. On the contrary states which
break translation symmetries are very sensitive to the aspect ratio. It is by fine tuning that one can observe a set
of quasi-degenerate states that are the hallmark of broken translation symmetry35–37. This happens in the case of
the Wigner crystal state at low filling factors in the LLL and also in the case of stripe states observed at half-filling
in high enough LLs. When the aspect ratio is not tuned to the optimal value then the spectrum is featureless as
expected for a compressible system.
VII. POLARIZED INCOHERENT PHASE
When the splitting between the two n = 0/n = 1 Landau levels is very large, then the physics becomes simple. If
for example the n = 1 states are at very large energy then the ν = 1 ground state is obtained by filling all orbitals
of the n = 0 levels. For ν = 1 there is only one way to do it and this leads to a single Slater determinant. As a
consequence this state is uniform and has total momentum K = 0. Excited states are also simple. The first excited
state is obtained by promoting only one electron in the upper n = 1 band. As can be observed in Figure (7) there is a
well-defined collective mode that we interpret as the magnetoexciton. This magnetoexciton has a dispersion that can
be computed by standard analytical techniques. Within random-phase approximation the dispersion relation is given
by the zeroes of 1 − vqχ0(q, ω) where vq = 2pie2/q is the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential and χ0(q, ω)
the so-called Lindhard function :
















~ω − h+ iη −
1
~ω + h+ iη
]
, (32)
where n(ε) is the occupation number and η a vanishing regulator. This leads to the RPA formula :


























FIG. 7: Exact eigenstates of a Ne = 8 electron system at ν = 1 when the bare splitting h favors the accumulation into the LLL.
The first excited states are expected to be magneto-excitons obtained by promoting a single electron into the n = 1 LL. This
consistent with the well-defined excitation branch above the K = 0 ground state. Here the aspect ratio is tuned to AR = 1.
The branch is flatter when we increase the n = 0/n = 1 splitting given by the field h.
It is also possible to derive the time-dependent Hartree-Fock dispersion relation following the treatment of full Landau
levels38 :



























which leads to the following explicit formula :








































These two dispersion relations tend to ω = h when q → 0 which a remnant of Kohn theorem in this system restricted
to two LLs. However we note that the behavior at large momentum is very different between RPA and TDHF. While
ωRPAq → h for q →∞ the TDHF result goes to a finite limit greater than h. Indeed for large momentum the separation
between the electron and its associated hole depends on the quantity q`× zˆ which is the separation between them in
units of ` so for large q the electron and hole are far apart and the energy of the magneto-exciton approaches the sum
of the HF energies of the two particles plus their Coulomb interaction −e2/(q`2). This is behavior is observed in our
ED studies. In Fig.(8) for h = 5× e2/(`) we see that the RPA fails to reproduce the large momentum behavior while
the TDHF approximation is in good agreement with ED results. However this is true only in the large splitting h
limit.
The HF theory thus predicts that the incoherent polarized state would become unstable for h < 0. We find
instead that the incoherent phase is stable up to negative values of the bare field hc1 ≈ −0.1e2/(`) and also by use
of the particle-hole symmetry discussed in section III it extends also from the symmetric field from hc = −∞ to
hc2 ≈ −0.2. This means that the special case with h = 0 is in fact within the incoherent phase, in agreement with the
findings of Ref. (25). The excitation spectrum is just a distortion of that in Fig.(7). A hypothetical uniform orbitally
coherent phase would be accompanied by a Goldstone mode18–21. We do not observe such a softening of the low-
lying excitations. Instead, as we will see in the next section, we find evidence for a phase that breaks spontaneously
translation symmetry.
VIII. HELICAL PHASE
The incoherent phase is quite insensitive to the aspect ratio of the rectangular system. If now we tune the field h
to negative values we observe a change of behavior. The ground state is no longer at zero momentum and its location
in the Brillouin zone depends on the aspect ratio. We have varied the aspect ratio to find the characteristic behavior
11


















FIG. 8: Dispersion of the collective mode in the incoherent phase. Here we have Ne = 8 electrons at aspect ratio 0.9 and
the level splitting is taken to be h/(e2/(`)) = 5. The ED points are blue discrete points while RPA approximation to the
magneto-exciton is the red line and the TDHF result is green.























FIG. 9: Excitation gap above the K = 0 ground state of Ne = 10 electrons as a function of the aspect ratio. The pseudomagnetic
field is tuned at the particle-hole invariant value which is in the middle of the helical phase. The ground state degeneracy is
clear when the aspect ratio is close to 0.35.
of the system. Typical spectra are displayed in Fig.(9). There is a range of aspect ratio close to 0.3-0.4 for which
the ground state becomes degenerate and excited states appear clearly above as a discrete set of states. These states
have many-body momenta that differ by a one-dimensional wavevector : see Fig.(10). This is the behavior expected
from a quantum system that breaks a symmetry as observed previously in quantum Hall systems35–37. There is a
characteristic wavevector associated from this manifold of states which is the momentum difference of the low-lying
states. It is important to note that the region in aspect ratio where this degeneracy appears is not adiabatically
connected to the thin-torus of AR going to zero. There are many level crossings before this limit so the helical phase
we observe is not a simple electrostatic limit of the quantum Hall problem but a real nontrivial many-body state. We
have also checked that these spectral features are stable if we distort the torus into an oblique cell.
To pin down the phase boundary of the helical phase we have used two indicators. The first one is the value of the
orbital polarization of the ground state in the K = 0 sector. We define it as the normalized population of the n = 1
orbitals:
P = 〈Ψ|N1|Ψ〉/Ne, (36)
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FIG. 10: Spectrum of Ne = 12 electrons for aspect ratio 0.45. The pseudomagnetic field is tuned at the particle-hole invariant
value which is in the middle of the helical phase. The ground state degeneracy is evidence for a state with spontaneously
broken translation symmetry.
so that 0 ≤ P ≤ 1 and the polarization goes to zero for large positive h and goes to unity for large negative h. We
expect that by the particle-hole symmetry the curve has a center of symmetry for a non-trivial value of the field. This
is exactly what we observe. See Fig.(11) for the polarization of 10 electrons in a rectangle of aspect ratio 0.9. Here
we have used the polarization of the ground state in the K = 0 sector. This does not mean that this state remains
the strict absolute ground state for all values of h and also for various values of the aspect ratio. Note also that in
the incoherent phases for large h values the polarization is either small or close to unity but remains nontrivial as
expected from conventional perturbative considerations.
The other indicator for phase transitions is the quantum fidelity of the ground state. This is computed by changing
the h field by a small value and computing the overlap between the ground states for these neighboring values :
F = 〈Ψ(h)|Ψ(h+ )〉. (37)
We have computed the fidelity as a function of h for an aspect ratio fixed to 0.9. It varies very weakly in the fully
polarized phase and has strong variations only at what we define as the helical state. See Fig.(12) where we display
data for N = 14 electrons. The apparent two-peak structure allows us to define finite-system critical values by taking
the h values where the fidelity has peaks. This is an alternate way to characterize phase boundaries of the helical
state. We do not have access to enough system sizes to perform a meaningful finite-size scaling of the fidelity.
The boundaries of the helical phase can thus be pinned down either by looking at the maximum value of the
derivative of the polarization Eq.(36) or also at peak fidelity Eq.(37). These two estimators are plotted in Fig.(13)
as a function of the inverse system size. By use of a linear fit we obtain hc1 ≈ −0.1 and hc2 ≈ −0.22. Changing
the aspect ratio slightly changes these values and associated uncertainty is estimated to be of the same order at that
coming from the extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
By means of exact diagonalization on the torus, we have shown that at filling factor ν = 1 a system of two Landau
levels with orbital character n = 0/1 exhibits a non-trivial ground state with spontaneously broken translational
symmetry that is stabilized by a orbital single particle splitting (h), within the range −0.1 & h & −0.22. Here
negative h favors polarization into the n = 1LL. This state is consistent with the orbitally coherent ferroelectric
helical phase that was identified in previous Hartree-Fock studies18–23. Outside of this range of orbital splittings the
system has an incoherent ground state that is adiabatically connected to the trivial fully polarized states into the
n = 0/1 orbitals depending on the sign of h, including the case of h = 0 previously studied in Ref. (25). The low lying
excitations of these incoherent states are well captured by TDHF to a precision of a few percent.
We observe a direct transition from this incoherent state into the broken translational symmetry state. Aside from
the incoherent and the broken translational symmetry phases phases, we see no evidence for a potential uniform state
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FIG. 11: The polarization of the ground state as a function of the field h for aspect ratio 0.9 and 10 electrons.














FIG. 12: The quantum fidelity F of the K = 0 ground state as a function of the field h for aspect ratio 0.9 and 14 electrons.
with orbital coherence, and, in particular, we do not observe the appearance of its characteristic Goldstone mode. The
location of the helical phase is in rough agreement with HF predictions, whose boundaries we pin using two criteria:
quantum fidelity and polarization change. Therefore, we conclude that while HF correctly predicts a helical phase it
overestimates the tendency to uniform orbital coherent state.
Using a model that includes all the single particle splittings of BLG, we estimate that the orbital splittings can be
effectively tuned by applying an interlayer electric bias. Our estimates indicate that there is a realistic prospect to
achieve the regime in which the ferroelectric helical phase becomes the ground state in current experiments27–29 by
applying a large interlayer bias on the order of u ∼ 80meV.
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FIG. 13: The two critical field delimiting the stability region of the helical phase. The values are plotted as a function of the
inverse system size. The blue circles are obtained from the maximum derivative of the polarization defined in Eq.(36) and the
red squares from the peak values of the fidelity defined in Eq.(37)
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